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CONFERENCE OVERVIEW
The WGC2022 program benefits from the
unrivalled expertise of more than 300
industry specialists and experts from
around the globe. This international
outreach helps to create a truly global gas
event representing the entire gas value
chain. Speakers will address technical,
commercial, and strategic issues and
opportunities facing the gas and energy
industry through a mixture of session
types including Plenary Sessions and
Luncheons Addresses, Current Debates,
Industry Insights and Technical & Innovation Sessions.

BADGE PICK UP
It is time to pick up your Delegate badge.
Conference delegates can pick up a pocket
program from Registration Desk at the
EXCO (East Wing). All conference delegates must show their passport for badge
pick-up and for the Opening Ceremony.

THE WGC2022 EVENT APP
Download and log in to the WGC2022
Event App for the most up-to-date details
of the WGC2022 program and a detailed
description of the sessions and speakers.
The WGC2022 Event App will be an
essential tool to help navigate the event.
The App contains the program for the

week, speaker profiles, exhibition layout,
networking features and so much more.

STEP 1: DOWNLOAD THE APP

Scan or click the QR code to download the
app from the App Store, Google Play or
search WGC2022 and download the app!

STEP 2:
Please use your Registration User ID and
Password which you created when you
registered to WGC2022 and log in to the
Event App.

BENEFITS OF THE APP:
•Join the attendee list
• Message fellow attendees
• Make a meeting with the attendee
• Manage My Schedule
• Event Information Daily
• News Share photos & posts
NATURALGASWORLD.COM
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MONDAY FULL PROGRAME
PROFESSIONAL TRAINING CLASS

As part of the WGC2022 program, today
we will be holding a full-day Professional
Training Class, providing participants with
industry-specific and up to date training
to further their professional growth and
understanding of the gas industry. All
courses are run by world-renowned experts
from Energy Delta Institute.
Join Marcel Kramer and Leon Stille
of Energy Delta Institute, Coby van
der Linde of Clingendael International
Energy Programme and Dr. Axel Wietfeld
of Uniper Hydrogen share their detailed
knowledge regarding Hydrogen and its
role in addressing the most immediate key
industry’s issues.

MONDAY, 23 MAY
09:00 TO 17:00

TECHNICAL TOURS - KOGAS/
DAEWOO, CITY TOURS

Today WGC2022 visitors can join the
Technical Tour to Daewoo Shipbuilding
& Marine Engineering and KOGAS
Tongyeong Center. A great opportunity
for visitors to see South Korea’s gas and
energy industry in action and the country’s
extensive LNG infrastructure.
MONDAY, 23 MAY AT 8.30-17.00
*Lunch included.

CITY TOURS
Interested in exploring Daegu? The
WGC2022 is offering to join one of the social
tours around the city. Don’t miss your
chance to visit Guam Seowon – recently
renovated Confucian academy, Gyesan-dong
Church – the Daegu Gyesan Catholic Church,
the only remaining structure in Daegu from
the early 1900, and Cheongna Hill - Education-History Museum as well as Seomun
Market - one of the three main markets
during the Joseon dynasty.
There are two City Tours today, Wednesday and Thursday, 25 and 26 May. One in
the morning at 10:00 to 13:00 and another

the afternoon at 13:00 to 16:00. Make sure
to book at the Registration Desk to avoid
disappointment!

WELCOME RECEPTION
WGC2022 would like to invite you to join
the Welcome Reception at the incredible
Daegu Art Museum this evening. Start
your week in style with an evening of
entertainment and refreshments whilst
mingling amongst the museums modern
and contemporary art collections.
MONDAY, 23 MAY
18.30 – 20.30
DAEGU ART MUSEUM, 40
MISULGWAN-RO, SUSEONG-GU, DAEGU,
SOUTH KOREA
We will provide a complimentary shuttle
bus to the Daegu Art Musuem which is
located by EXCO East Wing near the Main
Gate.
Shuttle Bus Service Sponsored by:

TOMORROW’S HIGHLIGHTS
OPENING CEREMONY

Tomorrow the International Gas Union
and the National Organizing Committee
will open one of the largest global gas and
energy conferences – WGC2022. Speeches
from high-level government and industry
experts will set the scene for the week
at the EXCO Convention Center. Join us
tomorrow at the official opening ceremony
at 10:00 at the Convention Hall.

OPENING OF THE EXHIBITION
The WGC2022 exhibition will also open
its doors tomorrow. All the Exhibition
visitors will receive an exclusive access to
this dynamic meeting place of conference
delegates, policy makers, trade visitors and
fellow exhibitors.

Trade visitors will have access from 9.30
to 17:30 (Tuesday to Thursday) and 9.30 to
14:00 (Friday).

PLENARY PROGRAM
OPENING KEYNOTE: A SUSTAINABLE
ENERGY TRANSITION TOWARDS CARBON
NEUTRALITY WITH BAN KI-MOON, 8TH
SECRETARY-GENERAL, UNITED NATIONS
The opening keynote will examine some of
these paths and show how carbon neutral
goals can only be met successfully through
collaboration between players locally and
internationally, within effective facilitating
policies, and technology development and
adaptation.

CURRENT DEBATES

16.45 - 18:00
NAVIGATING UNCERTAINTY IN GLOBAL
LNG MARKETS (CD2)
SESSION CHAIR:
Prof. Jonathan Stern, Distinguished
Research Fellow & Founder of the Natural
Gas Research Programme, Oxford Institute
for Energy Studies (OIES).
PANELISTS:
Dr. Roberto Ferreira Da Cunha, Director
EnClim; Shamsairi M Ibrahim, Vice
President, LNG Marketing and Trading,
Petronas, Carlos de la Vega, Vice President,
Marketing & Commercial Development,
Sempra Infrastructure.
NATURALGASWORLD.COM
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POLITICS, PRICING CREATE
NEW UNCERTAINTIES
FOR SOUTH KOREAN GAS
DEMAND
Ross McCracken

While gas remains central to South Korea’s energy economy, high prices,
pro-nuclear policies and a more moderate approach to phasing out coal
may limit demand growth.
Natural gas plays a critical role in South
Korea’s energy economy and will continue
to do so for decades to come. In turn,
South Korea plays an important role in the
global LNG market.
The country has negligible gas production of its own and no cross-border
pipelines, meaning it is wholly dependent
on imported LNG for its gas consumption.
Its share of the global LNG market has
declined from nearly 17% in 2013 to 11.5%
in 2021.
Mindful of its high level of import
dependency, South Korea has tried to
maintain a balanced energy mix, relying
predominantly on coal (also imported),
gas and nuclear power.
However, how big a role natural gas
plays and for how long is uncertain,
particularly given the election in March of
Yoon Suk-yeol as the country’s new president. Although the country’s legislature
retains a more liberal majority, Yoon, who
represents the conservative People Power
Party, has very different views on energy
policy to his Democratic Party predecessor, Moon Jae-in.

SWING GENERATOR
Power generation is the main contributor
to growth in South Korean gas demand. In
NATURALGASWORLD.COM
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SOUTH KOREAN LNG IMPORTS (BN M3, %)
government curtailed coal plant operations for environmental reasons, and, in
the second quarter of last year, a third of
the country’s nuclear fleet experienced a
combination of planned and unplanned
outages. Gas-fired generation filled the
gap.

PRICING PRESSURES GAS USE

LNG imports (bn m3)

% of global LNG market
Source: BP, 2021 data GIIGNL

SOUTH KOREAN ELECTRICITY GENERATION (TWH)

Since then, both spot LNG and oil prices
have risen. In 2021, South Korea sourced
30mn mt of its 47mn mt/yr LNG imports
from long-term contracts, the majority of
which are indexed to oil. It sourced the
remainder as spot LNG or under short-term
contracts from a variety of sources.
Pricing pressures led to a decline in gas
demand from fourth-quarter 2021. Russia’s
invasion of Ukraine, and Europe’s consequent thirst for LNG to replace Russian
pipeline imports, means LNG prices are
likely to remain elevated.
As a result, the International Energy
Agency forecasts a decline of 8% in South
Korea’s LNG imports this year. Reduced
gas-fired generation will be compensated
for by an increase in coal-fired and nuclear
generation, owing to, in the second half of
last year, just over 1 GW of new coal-fired
capacity coming online and the restart of a
1.4 GW reactor.
In the short-term, at least, pricing pressures look set to stall gas’ growing role in
South Korea’s power generation mix.

POLICY SHIFTS

Oil

Nuclear

Solar

Gas

Hydro

Other renewables

Coal

Wind

Source: BP

2020, gas-for-power generation for the first
time exceeded city gas use, with the two
sectors accounting for almost 90% of total
consumption.
In the period 2018-2020, gas-fired
generation made up on average about 27%
of total electricity generation. Coal-fired

generation remains the largest source of
electricity generation overall, with a share
of 37% in 2020; renewable energy sources,
including hydropower, made up only 7.2%.
Gas’ key role in electricity generation
can be seen from its role as a swing
generator. In the first half of 2021, the

The long-term outlook is, or rather was,
very different. Under Moon, South Korea
adopted a goal of net zero carbon emissions by 2050, alongside the phasing out of
both coal and nuclear power plants.
The net zero target implies an end to, or at
least severe curtailment of, both coal and
LNG imports. Coal would go first, leaving a
transitional energy mix based increasingly
on LNG and renewables. The role of gas
would thus increase before it declined. Gas
demand would be heavily dependent on
the growth of renewables on the one hand,
and the successful implementation of the
country’s planned nuclear and coal phase
outs on the other.
A key weakness in the plan was South
Korea’s relatively unimpressive performance on renewables to date. While solar
capacity has increased significantly to
NATURALGASWORLD.COM
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reach over 15 GW, wind power development
has been much more limited. Onshore
wind faces a combination of local opposition, complex permitting procedures and
grid connection issues. Wind capacity at
the end of 2020 amounted to only 1,636
MW, of which 136 MW was offshore.
As a result, the country’s renewable energy
expansion relies predominantly on solar
and a still nascent offshore wind sector.
2030 targets for the two energy sources
have been set at 30.8 GW and 12 GW
respectively, while that for onshore wind is
a much more modest 4.5 GW.
The outlook, under Moon, suggested significant potential for gas playing a bigger
and more extended role in the country’s
energy mix as coal and nuclear were
phased out, but variable renewable energy
capacity struggled to fill the resulting gap
in generation capacity.

PRO-NUCLEAR PRESIDENT
In contrast, Yoon has indicated that he
may adopt a less aggressive timetable for
the phase out of coal. He has said that coal
plants under construction should not be
suspended.
Yoon has also argued that the country’s
current greenhouse gas emissions reduction plans are too burdensome for industry.
Given the high price of LNG, policies which
favour lower-cost generation sources are
likely to find support from industry at
least, if not more widely.
Yoon differs from the former president
even more so when it comes to nuclear
power. The People Power Party is traditionally pro-nuclear and Yoon has said he
favours a reversal of the nuclear phase-out
policy and a resumption of the construction of new reactors. The government will
also support lifetime extensions for the
existing fleet of nuclear reactors.
In contrast, Moon presided over the early
retirement of the 679 MW Wolsong-1
reactor and scrapped plans to build 1.4 GW
of new capacity at the Shin-Hanul nuclear
site and 1.5 GW at Cheon-Ji.

CLIMATE CHANGE TARGETS
South Korea has little hope of achieving
its climate change targets without ridding
itself of its extensive fleet of coal-fired
power plants. In fact, coal use in the country’s heavy industries – electronics, cars,
ship building and steel production – mean
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Yoon Suk-yeol, who was sworn in as Korean president in May, has very different
views to his predecessor regarding energy. Image credit: Korea.net.

that South Korea’s carbon emissions per
capita in 2018 were almost double the
averages for the EU and OECD, according
to the World Bank.
The country therefore needs to pursue
extensive decarbonisation policies both in
the power sector and more widely across
its economy, if it is to get on track for net
zero by 2050.
Nor, for the same reasons, does the country
have much choice but to pursue an aggressive expansion of its renewable energy
capacities, given its heavy dependence
on fossil fuels. A slower phase out of coal
under Yoon will not help, but a recommitment to nuclear power should in terms of
maximising low carbon power generation.
Moreover, South Korea has been successful
in terms of keeping the cost of new nuclear
construction in check, in comparison with
Europe and the US, where the construction
of new reactor types has seen huge delays
and massive cost inflation.
The bill for the Vogtle 3 and 4 units in the
United States, for example, the only two
reactors under construction in the country,
now tops $30bn for 2.28 GW of capacity. In
contrast, South Korean companies have
completed two units in the United Arab
Emirates, the first in the country, and are
completing two more, under a contract
worth $20bn for a total capacity of 5.4 GW.
Continuing civilian nuclear exports would
also offset the country’s extensive role in
financing and building coal-fired power
plants abroad. These activities face fierce
environmental criticism and are likely to
decline in any case as the energy transition
progresses.

BASIC POWER PLAN PROJECTIONS
Under the country’s Ninth Basic Power
plan, developed by the Ministry of Trade,
Industry and Energy (MOTIE) under president Moon, the share of nuclear power
was to drop from 25.6% of the generating
mix in 2019 to 10.4% in 2034. Coal’s share
was to plummet from 40.4% to 15.6%. To
compensate, gas’s share would rise from
25.9% to 31.8% and renewables from 6.5%
to 41.8%.
It now seems likely that the shares of both
nuclear and coal of the mix will be larger,
leaving gas’s fortunes heavily dependent
on the speed with which South Korea
expands its renewable energy capacities.
If these follow the path of the Ninth Basic
Power plan, gas’s projected share of generation will almost certainly be lower.
It may be, however, that renewable energy
growth lags, or that Yoon takes a harder
line on coal than expected. The most effective way to deliver South Korea’s energy
transition would almost certainly be to
maximise, in the first instance, nuclear,
LNG and renewables at the expense of coal.
MOTIE projects a base case for LNG
demand of 47.97mn mt in 2034, only
slightly higher than in 2021, despite the
addition of 12.7 GW of new LNG-fired
power plants. The high-case projection
was 52.53mn mt/yr. Under Yoon, and amid
high LNG prices, it seems the transitional
energy mix will now have at least a higher
component of nuclear, if not coal, suggesting the pendulum for gas has swung back
towards the base case or lower.
NATURALGASWORLD.COM
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TAKING THE WORLD STAGE
After more than a decade, and a bucketful of cancelled projects, British
Columbia is ready to hit its marks on the global LNG stage.
Dale Lunan

BC deputy energy minister Fazil Mihlar

About a decade ago, former British Columbia premier Christy Clark boldly predicted
she would lead her province to a liquefied
natural gas pot of gold, with 20 proposals
promising a $100bn windfall.
That bold prediction turned out not
to be fuelled by super-chilled gas, but by
at least an equal volume of hot air. Many
of the projects brought forward under
Clark’s administration evaporated as fast
as her political career, largely because she
planned to earn BC its windfall through a
raft of onerous taxes on the industry itself.
She effectively killed the goose before it
had a chance to lay a single golden egg.
Today, BC’s LNG aspirations are considerably less ambitious: one plant, the
14mn mt/yr first phase of the Shell-led
LNG Canada facility near Kitimat, on
the province’s northern coast, is under
construction, with first cargoes expected
in 2025; the much smaller (2.1mn mt/
yr) Woodfibre LNG project – supported
by Indonesia’s Pacific Energy and its
Canadian production subsidiary Pacific
Canbriam Energy – is set to begin construction of a floating facility this year;
two others are in the regulatory queue:
the 3mn mt/yr Cedar LNG project owned
by the Haisla Nation, in partnership with
Pembina Pipeline; and the 12mn mt/yr
Ksi Lisims project, on Nisga’a First Nation
lands just inside the BC-Alaska border.
While all the projects vary in size and
financial muscle, they all have one thing
in common: they will produce amongst
the cleanest LNG in all the world, thanks
to the already-low carbon content of feed
gas from the Montney shale gas region and
the extensive use of clean hydroelectricity
from the provincial power grid to run compressors and other liquefaction equipment.
“The use of hydroelectricity, either in
part such as with LNG Canada, or to fully
power a facility, such as with Woodfibre
LNG, will result in LNG facilities in

BC having the lowest greenhouse gas
intensities on record,” says Fazil Mihlar,
deputy minister of energy, mines and
low carbon innovation in the province’s
energy department. “Actions such as these,
when combined with credible offsets, will
pave the way for LNG facilities to become
net-zero and allow responsibly produced
and shipped gases to play a key role in the
world’s energy transition.”
But BC has broader ambitions in
developing its natural gas industry, Mihlar
says: it wants to have one of the most
responsible, inclusive and progressive gas
industries in the world.
“The provincial government has
and continues to work with industry,
innovators, academic and private sector
researchers and communities to see this
vision come to light,” he says.
The responsible box is checked by the
low-carbon intensity of BC LNG. Inclusivity is measured by the fact that all 20 First
Nations along the route of the 670-km
Coastal GasLink (CGL) pipeline, which will
serve LNG Canada, have signed commercial benefits agreements with CGL, while
16 have signed option agreements to share
a 10% equity interest in the pipeline once it
begins operations.
“Further, we’ve seen a number of
First Nations enter into partnerships to
construct this pipeline,” Mihlar says. “Most
recently, OJ Pipelines entered into formal
agreements with the Skin Tyee Nation, the
Wet’suwet’en First Nation and the Witset
First Nation to build Section 7 of CGL. This
is a huge accomplishment for these communities, and continues to demonstrate
how BC’s industry is an inclusive one.”
Upstream of the liquefaction facilities,
BC’s producers in the prolific Montney
shale and tight gas basin in the province’s
northeast are industry leaders in eliminating routine flaring and electrifying
production facilities. At the same time,
NATURALGASWORLD.COM
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The Shell-led LNG Canada project received its first large module from China in March this year.

Mihlar says, the province is strengthening
its methane regulations under the CleanBC
Roadmap to 2030.
Under that climate plan, all new large
industrial facilities need to demonstrate
how they align with the province’s legislated emissions targets and prepare plans
to achieve net-zero emissions by 2050.
“But our gas industry needs to be
broader than just methane, and hydrogen
is a critical pathway for BC’s transition
away from higher-carbon fuels to a cleaner,
low-carbon system to meet these goals,” he
adds. “Our recently released BC Hydrogen
Strategy clarifies how we will support and
promote the development of low-carbon
intensity hydrogen in BC.”
The work BC is doing to advance its natural gas and low-carbon energy industries
is finally getting some attention outside
the province, Mihlar says. The International Energy Agency has taken notice,
as has global consultancy Ernst & Young,
which noted BC’s low carbon-intensity
LNG and its upstream electrification of
production processes in a recent report
on the role of carbon neutral LNG in the
energy transition.
“In part I believe this is why the
International Gas Union recently selected
Vancouver to host the LNG2023 conference
next summer,” Mihlar says. “And bringing
our message forward at events such as the
World Gas Conference also plays an important role – I will have the opportunity to
speak during the ‘Emerging Technology to
Enhance Growth of LNG’ panel on Thursday [May 26].”

Natural gas has the opportunity to play
a significant role in global efforts to reduce
greenhouse gas emissions and meet the
net-zero targets that have been set by
Canada and other nations, Mihlar says.
“But for this to happen, natural gas has
to demonstrate that it can be produced in
the most responsible manner possible, and
to account and offset, to the greatest extent
possible, any of the negative externalities
associated with its use,” he says.
This is already happening, he says,
as evidenced by the emerging trade of
carbon-neutral LNG cargoes.
“But the industry of today can’t be the
industry of tomorrow – it needs to be
better and to start utilising lower carbon
gaseous fuels to a greater extent.”
To that end, Mihlar’s ministry is working
with other departments, municipalities
and industries to advance the use of
renewable natural gas, from agricultural
and municipal solid waste, and with
FortisBC to encourage new investments in
other low-carbon technologies.
And the government recently partnered
with Ottawa and Shell Canada to launch
the Centre for Innovation and Clean
Energy, Mihlar says.
“The centre will bring together
innovators, industry, governments,
and academics to accelerate the commercialisation and scale-up of clean
energy technologies,” he says. “It will
also be a catalyst for new partnerships
and world-leading innovation to deliver
near- and longer-term carbon emission
reduction.”
NATURALGASWORLD.COM

The Most Prospective Area
for natural gas in Peru
Madre de Dios basin

The
is a
foreland basin with a prospec�ve area of 43,000 km2
and some 5,000m of sedimentary inﬁll. The basin includes
the complex fold thrust belt with outcrops of Paleozoic,
Cretaceous and Ter�ary age on the south and SW bordered
by a foreland basin covered by Quaternary alluvial deposits.
Hydrocarbon explora�on in the Madre de Dios basin has been
progressively carried out by diﬀerent companies, which show the
existence of a gas poten�al that has been proven with the
discovery of the Candamo ﬁeld.
• There exist at least 5 prospects and 17 leads located in the fold thrust belt
and in the foreland area. The leads can be upgraded through acquisi�on of
addi�onal detailed seismic and non-seismic methods to conﬁrm closures.
• The es�mated volume for prospec�ve resources is of 18,915 BCF.
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GETTING GOVERNMENT
ON BOARD
Dale Lunan

CGA has been selected to host two key upcoming global gas conferences.
CEO Timothy Egan gives his take on how the industry is contending with a
challenging public policy environment in Canada.
NGW: The Canadian Gas Association,
which holds Canada’s seat at the
International Gas Union (IGU), has
been selected by the IGU to host two of
its key global conferences, the LNG2023
conference in the summer of 2023 and
the International Gas Research Conference in the spring of 2024. What does
this say about the state of the Canadian
natural gas industry?

Canadian Gas Association CEO Timothy Egan

Timothy Egan: We have been, for some
time, well-positioned to host these kinds
of events, and we have wanted to host
these kinds of events. Circumstances have
unfolded in such a fashion that we were
able to stand up for both and we’re very
pleased to do so.
We think it is very timely for Canada,
given a couple of things. First of all, over
the last decade, our gas production figures
have continued to rise and because of
developments in new technologies our
reserves and resource base have increased
dramatically. We have several hundred
years of resources available to us so we’re
incredibly well-equipped to meet our own
needs and to meet the needs of export
markets. Our infrastructure is in great
shape, our own customer base is growing
very quickly, we’re serving roughly 38% of
end use in Canada now.
At the same time, we have a public
policy environment which is incredibly
challenging, because we have governments at the federal level and in several
provinces which have made very aggressive commitments to reduce emissions
and those commitments inevitably have
an impact on the hydrocarbon sector
broadly, and a particular impact on us.

So we are in a challenging situation:
we have lots of gas, great infrastructure,
a customer base that likes our product
and wants to use more, but a public policy
environment that would seem to say ‘you
need to find ways to use less.’
What that forces on us is a need to
reflect on how we are innovating to meet
market needs and meet public policy
needs. We are doing that in a variety of
creative ways which we are excited to show
the world.
NGW: Can you comment on the
apparent disconnect between Canada’s
stated desire to meet global natural gas
needs and the federal government’s
intent to strangle infrastructure developments at home that would allow us
to meet those needs?
TE: You point to a real challenge our government has. On the one hand, it wants
to be helpful to its allies, on the other
hand, it wants to meet the very stringent
requirements it has set for itself. One
way to reconcile those two competing
aspirations is to get the government to
acknowledge the reality that gas production and transportation in North America
is incredibly low in emissions. If you are
exporting natural gas to the world, you
are delivering a much cleaner molecule
than many markets would otherwise be
receiving. The Canadian government
needs to get its head around the idea that
if we are displacing either a higher-emission gas molecule or coal or wood or dung
or whatever alternative hydrocarbon
is being burned and producing more
emissions, that is a significant positive
NATURALGASWORLD.COM
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that Canada should find a way to take
credit for.
If we can get the government’s mind
around that, I think we can make them
enthusiastic supporters of Canada’s LNG
export opportunities. The Canadian
sentiment is very positively in favour of
more exports – some polling we’ve done
has demonstrated that – so government
just needs to get its head around a slightly
different calculation on the emissions
story. If addressing emissions is a global
phenomenon then the benefits Canada
brings should be calculated on a global
baseline.
NGW: IGRC, in particular, is focused on
innovation. What can you tell us about
the role innovation plays in the future
success of natural gas as the world
evolves to a lower-carbon energy mix?
TE: You have to look at innovation in fuels,
innovation in usage technologies and
innovation in the capture of emissions.
Innovation in fuels means wherever
possible producing a cleaner molecule;
it means looking at conversion fuels like
hydrogen and ammonia; it means incorporating as much renewable natural gas into
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the mix as possible.
On the technology side it means not
only the existing gas systems – making
sure they are as tight as possible – but
also end of pipe technologies, higher-efficiency furnaces, heat pump
technologies, micro combined heat and
power technologies.
And ultimately, innovation in the emission capture technologies like CCUS. The
government has announced tax measures
to incent CCUS in the latest budget, and
industry wants to do more on that front.
There are big picture CCUS technologies
like large-scale sequestration projects,
but there are also smaller scale technologies like end of pipe technologies like
CleanO2, which takes emissions from
home furnaces and water heaters and
makes soap.

are all committed to very high standards
of environmental performance, of governance, of social performance and are
very transparent about their work in those
areas.
We are competing with electricity pretty
aggressively right now and that helps drive
those standards higher. In fact, I think
competition is the single largest driver for
continuous improvement in performance.
You see that in the way in which our companies are documenting the continued
efficiency gains, the continued reductions
in emissions per unit of flow through.
There is a culture of doing that that is very
strong here in Canada and North America
and we’re proud of it and continue to build
on it.

NGW: A lot of ESG investors are looking
at best practices. How does the gaseous
fuel delivery industry meet those
demands for best practices?

NGW: The Natural Gas Innovation
Fund, which the CGA created in 2016,
has become a core focus for generating
clean tech investment in Canada. Tell
us about how NGIF came to be, and how
it has evolved over the last half decade.

TE: It’s a matter of continuous improvement in performance, and I think the
standards are pretty high in North
America in that regard. Our companies

TE: It started as a handful of utilities
throwing a little money into a hat and
saying ‘what more can we do together
to trigger more innovation?’ We made a
NATURALGASWORLD.COM
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couple of small investments with that and
realised there was an opportunity for more
investment. We then decided to create the
Natural Gas Innovation Fund, first as a
granting vehicle.
We grew that granting fund when
producers saw what we were doing and
wanted to become involved but then
we realised that while we’ve granted
funding to some of these companies, as
they grow and mature, they are going to
need equity investments to build their
ideas out. So we created the equity fund,
which is now at C$55mn. We are making
substantial equity investments in start-up
companies.
On the granting side, we have invested
in more than 50 new technologies; on the
equity side, which we just launched last
year, we’ve made investments in about a
half dozen.
We’ve triggered real interest from

BIG STORIES

governments across the country that
are doing innovation work of their own.
Working with them, we can now offer
public money and private money to
entrepreneurs with clean tech ideas. We’ve
coordinated our efforts so it’s a single
application process. Canada is a small
market; we think this needs to be made
broader still so now we’re starting to think
about what we can do for global markets.
NGW: You are chairing a session related
to innovation challenges at WGC2022.
Where does the gas industry need
to focus its efforts for natural gas to
remain a viable solution in the energy
transition?
TE: We need to bring a broad message about
opportunities right across the value chain,
but I don’t think we’ve done a very good
job of telling our story. I think we still come

One of the recent investments by the CGA’s NGIF Cleantech Ventures
was in industrial-scale hydrogen producer Ekona Power.
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across as an industry that’s out of date, that’s
out of touch, that isn’t leading edge.
There are an incredible number of really
creative entrepreneurs out there who can
do great things with natural gas and natural gas technology that can help the world.
The power of a hydrocarbon molecule
is the enormous energy that can be
unleashed by breaking it and that has
delivered phenomenal benefits to the
world. There are still a couple billion
people who don’t have access to that benefit and we can be delivering it and at the
same time improving the environmental
conditions of the billions of others who are
using it now. That’s what innovation can
do. We’ve got to show that very positive
story, about addressing energy poverty,
about improving air quality, about improving the lives of people the world over.
NGW: With energy security moving to
the top of the priority list around the
world, but especially in Europe, are you
seeing from authorities in Canada a
more pragmatic approach to energy?
TE: I’d say that the language of policy
makers has clearly been changing. They
are acknowledging the energy security
reality; whether they are moving off a very
aggressive environmental agenda yet it is
too early to say. I recognise the firm commitment to that agenda, but that agenda
is one priority in the midst of several other
priorities and energy security is always an
overriding one, so let’s fit the two together.
Natural gas can help fit the two together
for the world. I think North America has a
great story to tell to help address European
and global energy security.
If the perfect is the enemy of the good,
we are going to be setting back an industry
that is delivering enormous value to
people the world over, instead of building
incrementally on that value to address
environmental concerns. If we try to rush
forward too fast on that environmental
agenda, we’ll end up hurting people, we’ll
end up undermining energy security. No
one is against the ultimate objectives that
have been set out; the question is all about
pacing. I think we can move forward pretty
darn fast, but it has to be done in a manner
that is consistent with the realities of the
markets. I’m hoping governments come to
realise that.
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AROUND DAEGU
Daegu is the third urban city after Seoul
and Busan. It is located in the south-eastern region of Korea. It has been hosting
high-profile music events to large-scale
international events such as the 2011
World Athletics Championship, the 2013
World Energy Congress, the 2015 World
Water Forum, the 2018 World Parasitology
Society, the 2019 World Brain Neuroscience
Conference and hosted four matches in the
2002 FIFA World Cup.
Daegu is simply a unique city rich in
culture and history. From stunning views
of mountains, temples to several UNESCO
World Heritage Sites. Destinations such
as the Daegu Modern Alley and Kim
Gwang-seok’s repainting route are in the
100 Must-Visit Tourist Spots. Daegu is also
home to many colourful festivals all year
round such as the Daegu Festival, Daegu
International Musical Festival, Daegu
International Opera Festival, and Daegu
Chimak Festival.
You can also explore Daegu by joining
one of the organized city tours by
WGC2022 or discover the broad range of
restaurants and bars nearby the EXCO.
There are also other events and places to
visit during your stay in Daegu:

OPERA ‘AIDA’
DAEGU OPERA HOUSE
25-27 MAY AT 19:30 AND 28 MAY AT
15:00
Daegu Opera House will stage G. Verdi’s
masterpiece opera ‘Aida’ to support the
successful hosting of the ‘2022 World Gas
Conference’ in May. ‘Aida’ is one of the
representative repertoires of Daegu Opera
House and it is the most beloved piece by
audiences and opera lovers around the
world.
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AROUND DAEGU

THE DAEGU SYMPHONY ORCHESTRA
THE 484TH SUBSCRIPTION
CONCERT: “THE GREAT PASSION”
THURSDAY, 26 MAY AT 19:30
GRAND HALL, DAEGU CONCERT HOUSE
COND. JULIAN KOVATCHEV / VN. BOMSORI KIM
The Daegu Symphony Orchestra is to hold
the 484th subscription concert, “The Great
Passion”, at the Daegu Concert House on
Thursday, May 26, led by maestro Julian
Kovatchev (Music Director and Conductor)
and will be performed by violinist Bomsori
Kim. Bomsori Kim is the world’s top artist
and is an ambassador for Daegu, UNESCO
Creative City of Music. At the upcoming
concert, the orchestra will present
Beethoven’s Violin Concerto in D major,
and Tchaikovsky’s Symphony No.6, the
‘Pathetique’.

most Korean and most Daegu songs, music,
dances and costumes, stage, and lighting.

SUSEONGMOT MUSICAL FRINGE
FESTIVAL
25-28 MAY
SUSEONGMOT LAKE, SANGHWA
DONGSAN
The ‘Suseong Lake Musical Fringe Festival’
is held around Suseong Lake. About 20
fringe performance teams will announce
the Daegu International Musical Festival
(June 24 to July 11) through water stage
performances, etc. In Sanghwa Dongsan,
Suseong Lake, from the 24th to the 26th of
next month, the ‘Music Craft Beer Festival’
in which famous craft breweries across the
country participate will be held to introduce the world of craft beer and perform
live performances.

FROM THE COLLECTION OF DAEGU
ART MUSEUM – A SEASON OF
MEDITATION

26-27 MAY AT 19:30
DAEGU ARTS CENTER, PALGONG HALL
“Byulshin” was performed at Palgong Hall
in November last year under the subtitle
“Asking After You,” and as the audience
and the performance industry continued
to receive favorable reviews, the performance was titled “Receive a Reply” as a
thank you.

25 JANUARY - 29 MAY
DAEGU ART MUSEUM
A Season of Meditatio is an exhibition
including consideration regarding people,
who are natural beings of finite life but
also have infinite thoughts. This exhibition
consists of the four themes “Possessing
Life,” “Observing the Everyday,” “Viewing
Oneself,” and “Querying the World.”,
having selected 93 of 1,840 works in the
Daegu Museum of Art’s collection. We
hope this will be a time of expression
regarding your lives as you feel your own
free questions and emotions.

The performance consists of a total of five
chapters of “Hello,” “Mungut,” “Byulshin,”
“Flower Song,” and “Tomorrow.” It expresses
the journey to tomorrow of concern, concern, comfort, comfort, and hope with the

To make a reservation for any of the
Cultural Performance Program activities,
please contact leehr5271@korea.kr.

CREATIVE TRADITIONAL DANCE
OF DAEGU CITY GUGAK BAND
“BYEOLSHIN”
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HOUSEKEEPING
ACCESS TO THE CONFERENCE AND
EXHIBITION

All attendees, including accompanying
persons, are required to wear their badge
at all times during the event, including at
social events and on tours. Please do not
leave personal bags unattended at any
time.

OFFICIAL IDENTIFICATION
Attendees will be asked to present government-issued photo identification in the
form of a passport for internationals and
ID card for Korean nationals to access the
event.

SHUTTLE BUSES
Complimentary shuttle buses for conference delegates and exhibitors are provided
between the official partner hotels and the
EXCO Convention Center. Further details
can be found on the WGC2022 Event App.
Sponsored By:
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STAY UPDATED

App, our staff at the Info Desk would be
delighted to assist you. WGC2022 Event
App Helpdesk will be situated at EXCO
Building 1 lobby near information desk
and at EXCO Building 2 near the registration area.

MEDIA AND PR INQUIRIES
For media and PR inquiries please visit the
Media Team at the Media Center, at Room
314 EXCO (West Wing) near the Grand
Ballroom B area.

SMOKING POLICY
The EXCO Convention Center is a
non-smoking venue. Attendees are
requested not to smoke inside the building.
The smoking area is located outside of the
Networking Bridge in between the East and
West Wing.

PRAYER ROOM
Both male and female prayer rooms are
located on the EXCO West Wing 1F. Please
refer to directional signage for further
details.

SOCIAL MEDIA
Follow us on social media for event highlights and why not tag us when you post
through social media!
Twitter: Follow us at @WGC_2022 and use
the hashtag #WorldGasConference
LinkedIn and Facebook: Search for
‘World Gas Conference’ to connect and
network with the industry and take part in
the discussions throughout the week.
Instagram: Follow us at @WGC_2022 and
tag us.

MEDICAL SUPPORT AND EMERGENCY
ASSISTANCE

WI-FI

First Aid is located on first floor of the
EXCO (West Wing) near the Hall 1 entrance.
In case of emergency please follow the
instructions given to you by security and
venue staff.

Free Wi-Fi will be available at the EXCO
Convention Center for the convenience of
all WGC attendees.
ID: WGC2022 Conference
PW: worldgas22

CLOAKROOM

PCR TESTING FACILITY

CELL PHONES

The cloakroom is located in the East
Wing near the Info Desk at the Main Gate
Entrance. The cloakroom is available for
storage of personal items only and cannot
be used for the storage of event-related
material. The organizers do not take
responsibility for any lost or stolen items.

A PCR Testing Facility will be located
outside of EXCO West Wing near Gate 3.
The PCR Testing Facility will open Monday
23 May through to 27 Friday from 10:00 18:00. Please be advised that testing is at
the attendee’s own expense.

Attendees will be asked to turn cell phones
off or switch them to silent mode during
the conference sessions.

ACCOMODATION 24H ASSISTANCE
02-398-6671

EXCLUSIVE ACCESS
Certain areas including the Coffee Break
Zones at the Networking Bridge and the
3F, 5F of EXCO West Wing will be open for
conference delegates only. All delegates are
required wear conference badges to access
these areas.

DOWNLOAD THE APP
For up-to-date event information please
download the WGC2022 Event App. The
app is an essential tool to help you navigate the event and contains the program
for the week, speaker profiles, exhibition
layout, networking features and much
more. For any questions on the Event
NATURALGASWORLD.COM
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